
 
2018 

The Year of Masterful Love 
 

‘You look up when you desire to be exalted. And I look down, because I am 

exalted. Who among you can at the same time laugh and be exalted?  

Who climbs upon the highest mountain laughs at all tragedies, real or 

imaginary. Untroubled, scornful, outrageous—that is how wisdom wants us 

to be: she is a woman who never loves anyone but a warrior.’ 

Nietzsche 
 

 Every year I put forth a vision of the theme of the New Year I receive in reflection, 

meditation and prayer with hopes it might strike a resonant chord with many; enthuse 

and even inspire. This year I’m honoured to share that the vision I’ve received has been 

sparked by the intention of a dear elder woman, Grandmother Kaarina, whom I’ve long 

known and recently connected to. Kaarina recently proclaimed 2018 The Year of Mastery 

and I was immediately captivated by this intention. 2017 has been a year of deeply intense 

initiations for myself and I know many. We have had to come to grips with profound 

changes in our world, in the political landscape and immense awakening to suffering that 

has long been hidden, no more illuminated than the sexual abuse revelations of the 



#metoo campaign and the increasing light being shone upon what is called the ‘Deep 

State’ or shadowy structures of power in our world.  

 

By these adversities, I have personally witnessed more empowerment, healing, and even 

glory emerging as a dynamic and creative response. It may be painful but many of us are 

resolutely choosing to be with that pain rather than escape from it, as much of our 

modern culture enables, and transform it into something golden through forgings of 

inner-alchemy; the wound-to-wisdom road.  

 

I see this emphatically in the awesome rise of spirituality and healing in the world. I 

remember the days when the minority of people knew what a chakra was. And now, I’m 

always joyful to see at my workshops almost everyone aware of these significant 

metaphysics. It is a very relevant change I believe as it is part of a great re-claiming of ‘the 

soul of the world’ and what some are calling ‘the re-enchantment’.  

 

 

 
May we flow easefully, through wildfires and into waters  

shanti shanti shanti 

Grandma Kaarina 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rising of this new culture of spirituality and universal truth I believe is one of 

the first baby steps of a new Golden Age. As such, we are craving initiation into greater 

and nobler power. The wiles of the world offer profound potentials for transformation if 

we dare to face and work intensely with them; dancing with the mighty Darkness by 

strengthening Our Light. It is a collective initiation we are all being offered and like all 

initiations it demands that what no longer serves us needs to die and be reborn anew in 

the spirals of ascendant possibility. 

 As I sat with Grandma’s ardent declaration, I felt the enthusiasm of its spark 

chiming resonantly throughout my being, rousing revelation. In particular, I reflected 

upon what it was that I was attempting to master with the force of my life in this present 

time. And what immediately became clear was the mastery of love before the spectre of 

my own wounds which I was direly and intensely attempting to heal, learn from, follow. 

So many of us are on such a glorious journey, such an ardent and harrowing adventure. 

 For many, the greatest seeds to eventually harvest are found in the planting and 

cultivating of the garden of one’s own love for self. In fact, this is the essence of the 

enlightened road of Gnosis: by one’s own self-knowledge and care, we learn the highest 

knowledge of the universe. To master one’s love for self harkens to Tolstoy’s eternal 

truthing: “All I understand I understand because I love.” For myself, the kind of love 

Tolstoy is raising is something transcendent, something fierce, that even for those things 

difficult to love, those we might even hate, if we are to find love in it, we must seek to 

understand it; extend empathy; inquire compassionately; hold ever to the possibility of an 

 
Handing off the DJ reigns to Rahul’s inaugural set at one of the best festivities of the 

year: the Toronto Visionary Arts Festival which Rahul has been visioning and co-creating 

since 2014: www.torontovisionaryculture.com. 

Here’s my set from the eve: 
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opening for transformative kindness even…It is no small wonder that o’er the Earth there 

is such a growing interest as well in the whole tradition of Gnosticism itself, which is so 

beyond a tradition actually. It is the implicit indigenous, human truth that there is 

something eternally blessed about us, far from the shivers of an ‘original sin’. What if we 

are an original blessing? What would that change in your world? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I see this being grown in people’s lives, this 

indomitable Light not turning away, but shining forth no matter how fearsome the abyss 

before us may be. So much of our suffering is a call to caring better for ourselves, for each 

other and for the world. And before the harrowing revealings of our seemingly breaking 

civilization, this can wreak havoc on our sense of security and even sanctity. We are 

becoming lucidly aware of the darkness and dangers of our world, such as the predatory 

sexual abuse rife throughout the halls of power in Hollywood and also the government. In 

fact, the #metoo campaign has catalyzed a collective questioning of what kind of sexuality 

is being propagated to us by all levels of society, from our education systems, to the 

media, knowing now the boundless and horrendous abuses of power taking place on all 

levels. What’s even worse is perhaps the one of the greatest defiling of our species: the 

global human trafficking and pedophilia rings that are being cracked down upon at a 

fervent pace the world over. And as we bear witness to the terrible fact that these 

defilements are being run by those in greatest stations of power in our world, well frankly 

it’s Mordor kind of shit. As one of my great teachers, John Lamb Lash, has asserted, 

humanity’s most ancient wound is sexual by nature. And we are only now beginning to 

become aware of its full extent. 

 

‘Know thyself and thou shall 

know all the mysteries of the 
gods and of the universe’ 
 ∞ The Oracle of Delphi 

 
Music magi, Zach Sukuweh & I 

conducting our  monthly New Moon 
Vibes Cacao Ceremony at The Rock Store 

upon the Scorpio New Moon. Returning 

from hiatus soon  

http://realitysandwich.com/112198/wisdoms_dare_future_divine_experiment/


 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I, like many have come from a broken home. My parents divorced when I was 

young and home life was riddled with alcoholism, drug use, verbal and physical abuse, 

suicide attempts and a miasma of miseries. There was lots of beauty too but it was always 

a struggle to see or create it. I know now that my experience is tragically so very common. 

School nor society offered me means to properly process my trauma and help me heal my 

suffering. And Dr. Gabor Mate has illuminated for me that this trauma is built into the 

very essence of Western colonial civilization itself in its disconnection from the natural 

world. 

Psychiatry provided some scaffolding during my early teens but the rest would 

become my own self-initiating journey. It wasn’t until I experienced a spiritual awakening 

in my early twenties that I began to truly understand how to transform and empower 

myself. But even to this day, I am still walking wounded. We are all divine works in 

progress… 

 The trauma most of us carry is the greatest barrier to our love truly evolving into 

new and much needed realms of expression. This is also why our trauma is our greatest 

teacher if we can find the ways to relate it to it in such an alchemical way and truly turn 

our burdens to gold. I consider love to also be the expression of intimacy: that desire to 

experience oneness whether it be in cuddling a beloved or simply being with pain in the 

body rather than shirking it. Our sexuality is a perilous place for intimacy. We are 

conditioned to each other as mere objects as pleasure rather than temples of sacred 

radiance. And this is far from our fault: the victimization of the sexual force is buried 

under tantamount abuse. The glory of our humanity is that we have an innate genius 

about us, best exemplified in our dynamic and relentless creativity. By the adversity of 

this abuse, we can wake to greater power to meet it. 

  

One of the world’s great teachers, Dr. Gabor 

Mate, whose work illuminating the roots of 

addiction in trauma has inspired a paradigm 

shift in our relationship to ourselves and 

society. I have learned some of the most vital 

wisdom from this magnificent soul and I 

highly recommend connecting to his work if 

you have not already. Here’s a brilliant clip to 

START. He coined in me the medicinal mantra:  

fierce compassion. 

 

This pic was taken after his workshop in 

Toronto called Compassionate Inquiry. I was 

honoured to channel a crystal bowl invocation 

on the glorious occasion.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5sOh4gKPIg&list=FL7snlU2kHuA_J0uL8vZswGA&index=1


 

 Love is something that is deserving of much more reverence in our world, but also 

simply understanding. The ancient Gnostics regarded ignorance as worse than sin. They 

really didn’t have much time for the concept of sin, in fact. They were much more 

interested in cultivating wisdom and the right education of one’s self, answering the 

great, eternal question: how to live? 

 

Years ago I wrote 

redefine love with awe. It 

became a bit of a credo 

for me. Spirituality 

taught me greatly how 

important love is and 

why it is often 

pronounced as 

synonymous with the 

word God or divinity. 

Spirituality can get a bad 

rap as some kind of New 

Agey concoction or 

hippy-speak but that is a 

grave misunderstanding 

of the word and of many 

peoples for that matter. 

My own belief is that 

SPIRIT is but another word for the unified quantum field that Western materialist science 

has now confirmed as a reality. It is the same thing many indigenous peoples decry when 

they reverently say ‘Great Spirit’ though I know now their own understanding of the 

world is so far beyond or scientific hubris. To be spiritual is someone who is deeply 

interested and devoted to this unified field and to the unity itself it propounds. The 

spiritual know that we are all native to this unity—it is both our true Source and the 

space in which we all exist. Those who are spiritual are committed to creating connection 

to this unity in the world and among all its peoples and all of nature even, aligning us 

with cosmic awareness.  

As the old world order crumbles at a dizzying speed, there is an almost desperate 

and exasperated movement toward spirituality. Why? I wrote once that the meaning of 

life is meaning itself; humans are meaning animals—we require an understanding of the 

world, and are ennobled when it is couched in an inspiring mythology and archetypal 

structures. Any wonder why The Lord of the Rings and Star Wars captivates our species 

attention more than any other films?  

 
Sister Li Samadhi & I channeling the muses 

on a New Moon Cacao Ceremony at ALTERNITY 



 Joseph Cambell, the great comparative mythologist and philosopher, in his final 

years asserted that humanity needs to give birth now to a new, dynamic mythology that 

would weave us all together in universal shape. Before he passed, he was witnessing the 

rise of global telecommunications and our first forays into space where we captured some 

of the first pictures of the Earth. This had a collective impact on our species as many great 

thinkers proclaimed: to see our world without all the borders and nationhood allows us to 

witness our shared home planet. It was the first rousing of the wave of unity that the 

Mayan calendar predicted would be most boldly activated by a wave of galactic 

consciousness in 2012.  

 For our species to truly forge a transcendent unity consciousness we must become 

also acutely aware of what separates us. By holding the pain of separativity long enough, 

it is a natural flow to then seek the union that would heal it, often out of a desperate 

yearning for reconnection. This is where we stand at this powerful moment in our story as 

a species.  

2017 has been a year where our divisiveness has never been more startling, whether 

it be endless quagmire of identity politics, class war, Leftists vs. Rightists; all that keeps us 

apart seems to be coming to light. And the only true response is to figure out how to heal 

all of this pervasive disconnection, none more so grave than our broken relations with the 

Earth and all its kin. This is where love yearns to be redefined and by the awakening 

powers of our spirituality, it truly has the potential to create a wave of awe; awe at the 

world and existence and also at ourselves as we mine our shadowy depths in meditation 

deep dives and esoteric skills, finding the glory hiding in the soul long forgotten where we 

touch unlimited potentials. It is this sense of awe that is crucial to us returning a sense of 

wonder, mystery and mysticism to the world. 

 

For myself, the Heart is the 

Holy Grail. It is not some 

material chalice to be coveted 

but the awakening to the true 

powers of this sacred centre 

which unlocks a whole new 

way of viewing ourselves and 

the world. For years now I’ve 

been a student of the powers 

of the Heart which I teach 

now all over the world in my 

‘Awakening the Heart’ 

workshops. I draw upon the 

incredible teachings of the 

Taoists from the Ling-Shu, an 

ancient Chinese medical text that illustrates deeply and profound why they regarded the 

 



Heart as the true sovereign in our being; ‘the master of vibrations’; ‘rendez-vous point of 

Heaven & Earth’. And I also dovetail new scientific revelations such as the ground-

breaking work at the Heart Math Institute that is discovering the Heart is utterly magical. 

The title of an upcoming book I’m writing of collected works on sacred sexuality and 

divine romance is called The Heart Is An Endless Wedding Day to connote that the true 

sense of unity is in fact love and that is understood and propounded by the majestic 

powers of the Heart. It is only by the Heart and for the Heart that we are going to truly 

foster the unity I know we’re all witnessing in our mind’s eye in auspicious visions at 

present. It is time to take our dreaming into waking! 

The Year of Masterful Love asks us to make that great leap to living a Heart-

centred existence and subverting the tired hubris and dominance of the intellect/brain 

guided life. There is a spectacular wealth of knowledge coming forward that shows why 

the Heart is truly the most important centre in our being and that it has many powers 

that we have been ignorant of for a very long time. This is also one of the blossoms of the 

rise of the Divine Feminine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And, of course, we cannot speak about Love without also including the realm of 

romance and sexual love, for these are perhaps one of the greatest threads that are 

emerging. The awakening of the #metoo campaign has riveted the world to bear witness 

to how wounded the sexuality of our species is. I aim to take that witnessing even deeper 

as many are constellating it to the ancient distortions of some of our most guiding 

 
Sacred sisters conducting a water blessing at Medicine Songs concert 

featuring Colleen Linseman & Ryan Sage @ Temple 23. HIGHLY recommend 

Colleen & Ryan’s Weaving Wings album. It’s extraordinarily sacred music. 

https://colleenlinseman.bandcamp.com/album/weaving-wings


narratives, perhaps nowhere more potently than the recovery of the Jesus & Mary 

Magdalene’s sacred romance. This is a story I’ve been studying for many years now and 

gave rise to my short-story on their erotic union called The Dance of Water & Fire. The 

reclaiming of their story is utterly essential not only for Christians but much of the world 

that has suffered so under the hegemony of the Roman Christian Empire and its offspring 

of Western civilization. When we truly correct the lies of the Christian religion and 

understand these hidden and repressed teachings, a level of humanity and inclusivity is 

returned that perhaps opens the true potentials of what Jesus & Mary were aiming to 

create by coupling their own Pagan and Judaic backgrounds in a new vision of spirituality. 

Perhaps it is as these lost and hidden texts boldly and radically affirm: that their union is 

perhaps the Christ. This means that our redemption is not to be by the suffering upon the 

cross of crucifixion but through regenerative powers of love and sacred sexuality. To delve 

deeper into the whole discovery of Jesus & Mary Magdalene’s sacred partnership, please 

check out this episode of ‘Biblical Conspiracies’ from Canada’s own Vision TV called 

‘Bridge of God’. 

 

What is inspiring is that this is not even 

novel: there are many ancient Pagan, 

Tantric and indigenous wisdom 

traditions that discuss deeply the 

importance of sexuality and its 

consecration through esoteric exercises 

and rituals. And when we see the 

boundless repression of sexuality and all 

the diversity of sexual proclivities, we 

see how there has been a global effort to 

stymie humanity’s wholesome relation 

to our sexuality. It’s no small wonder 

that the first act that Adam & Eve 

committed after ‘falling’ from Paradise 

was to cover their naked bodies in 

shame. Our own shared inherited 

wounds go so very far back… 

    The true fulfillment of sexuality is 

ecstasy and bliss; to engender us with 

some of the highest feeling states the 

human being is capable of. Sadly, most 

of us are not educated about sexuality’s 

potentials. We are rather besieged by 

fear-mongering about SDTs and teenage 

pregnancy. Our bodies become duller 

 
Sacred Pleasure. Check out my article on Elephant 

Journal on Sacred Sex & Divine Romance. 

http://www.visiontv.ca/videos/biblical-conspiracies-e4-bride-of-god/
https://www.elephantjournal.com/2014/11/the-divine-path-to-romance-adult/


and duller, its vital vibrations slower and lower and our powers of love vitiated. If Jesus 

and Mary and the sacred sexual rite of the ‘Bridal Chamber’ are the lost essence of 

Christianity and perhaps a whole revolutionary spirituality, isn’t it time we began to 

recover what was lost? 

 

I am far from alone in my assertion that proper use of the sexual force is one of the 

most powerful spiritual acts. Wilhelm Reich, the esteemed psychologist and 

contemporary of Freud was onto this, as was famous medical intuitive Edgar Cayce who 

proclaimed that there would come a time when humanity would be wasted by an 

epidemic of nervous system disorders from the excesses of modern living and that sexual 

healing practices would emerge to help us rebalance the deep energetic organs of the 

body, the chakras, that would then have a massive healing effect on the endocrine system 

to which they interface (to learn more of this incredible material go HERE). This would 

regenerate humanity fantastically, he decried. There are many, many others who come to 

a similar conclusion. My own belief is the recovery of sacred sexuality heals not only one 

of humanity’s most ancient wounds but also one of its oldest mythological ones—that 

being the return of the Goddess. 

For those who know my work, I’ve been on almost a decade long odyssey now 

reclaiming my own European indigenous ancestry and it’s been a fascinating journey 

through the foggy secrets of his-story. I had no idea when I set out that the most 

important part of the journey would be finding Her but now it makes perfect sense. In the 

face of our destruction of the natural environment of Earth, the reclaiming of a sense of 

Mother Earth as something deeply intimate is a necessity for every human being. We all 

need to re-indigenize; to become again people of the Earth, and that will take significant 

mastery of love to heal the legion wounds 

therein. But I do know that in its recovery, 

there’s a magnificent boon to be bestowed 

upon humanity; wisdoms so nectarous and 

revivifying that, indeed, it does bring us to 

the outright re-enchantment of the world.  

If there is a Pagan or indigenous truth we 

need to reclaim and live by it is animism: 

the knowing through experience of the 

livingness of the greater world; of all things 

in the world. We need to deflate our 

human egotism, largely buttressed in the 

‘closed worlds’ of cities, and expand 

beyond to touch the unified field; Spirit.  

 

“The human being is a part of a whole, 

called by us 'Universe,' a part limited by us 

 
My beloved meditating in the Swiss Alps before I 

embarked on my European Tour 

https://www.reuniting.info/wisdom/edgar_cayce_on_sex_and_the_tree_of_life
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekRFcGukul0


in time and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts and feelings as something separated 

from the rest... a kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a kind of 

prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires, and to affection for a few persons 

nearest to us. Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening our circle of 

compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in its beauty.” 

        ∞ Albert Einstein 

 

Animism sees life in all things, in the trees, in the stones, in the waters, in all 

Creation. This is something common to Native American teachings and also found in the 

luminous writings of the Vedas and the mystical merriment of Rumi. When we realize 

that consciousness suffuses much more than just the human domain, a huge part of 

paradise is found. And so much of this good, grand work is done by the powers of the 

Heart, for it is the Heart that energetically connects to the unified field of Spirit so that 

we don’t just know the truth of animism, we feel it. 

If you have ever stood in some pristine natural setting, perhaps on a mountaintop 

peering at a verdant valley below, or being before a mighty river, or the soothing sight of 

an ocean sunset, you know that if you deepen into a meditative state, into the heart 

rather than the intellect, you begin to feel a great sense of connection with all things. This 

is the essential spiritual experience—oneness. It is then that love itself does redefine itself 

and by our subsequent awe. If we only knew in that moment that that state we are co-

engineering with the world around us is something precious, vital; a fire that needs to be 

kept stoked day by day. The joy we feel then launches into the empyrean of epiphany to 

be anointed as bliss. We feel as if the universe itself is making love to our whole being. 

And if one is daring enough, one might even say it is… 

 There is only one thing to do then: live one’s life as a perpetual ritual. For it is 

rituals that are those spiritual techniques that foster this kind of sacred, empowered space 

that engenders these great mystical experiences that are vital to a balanced and happy 

existence. The mystical is the antidote to the great crisis of mental illness that is 

increasingly being illuminated. And this is all by the Heart, for the Heart. 

 

A Vision of Masterful Love 
  

I wish to close by sharing a vision I 

had this year. We are taught highest 

through such visions. They are the 

greatest gift of Spirit. To enter into 

meditation, find the deep soul 

embrace of prayer, spiral in the 

richness of ritual, and receive a 

stunning vision is manna for one’s life.  



I have been blessed to have received dozens of visions over the course of my life. They 

have been some of my greatest teachers. This vision I received was a climactic insight into 

the notion of masterful love. It does contain an important backstory which I shall try and 

be brief with. 

 2017 was also the year of detractors for me. We all have our naysayers but perhaps 

because I’ve risen to a certain public status, things seemed to ramp up for me this year. 

While it has been trying, I take heart knowing that we cannot please everyone and 

feedback sometimes comes in ferocious forms.  

Back around the Summer Solstice, my love posted on the OM Festival FB page 

details of Red Tent she would be holding during the Festival. A Red Tent is a sacred space 

where women would traditionally menstruate together (sometimes also called a Moon 

Lodge). From my knowledge, there’s a great diversity of such Red Tents and my partner 

had attended a few modern interpretations at other festivals such as the Envision Festival 

in Costa Rica and Cosmic Convergence in Guatemala which I also attended. She wrote in 

her post that men would be invited to certain workshops as she had experienced with 

great benefit at other festivals and we both did in Guatemala. The idea was for men to 

experience a matriarchal space, female leadership and be welcomed into wisdom about 

the deeper textures of femininity and woman which females tend to embody.  

 Most of the comments on the post were quite supportive, but there were a few 

who took offence. One man asked candidly why a man would want to go to a red tent and 

I took the opportunity to offer a brief account of my positive experience at Cosmic 

Convergence and how I experienced a profound healing effect to be in the presence of 

such female empowerment. I had no idea I was being baited: his response to me was ‘Oh I 

see: Darren Austin Hall wants to force men into the Red Tent’. And then there was a 

drove of angry comments criticizing me. I attempted to correct things and assert that I 

had never said anything of the kind but at every turn I was told to stop ‘mansplaining’, 

and even profanely belittled. It was astonishing and also deeply disturbing. When my 

partner took the post down unbeknownst to me, detractors began another thread where 

it was assumed I had manipulated Clarity into taking down the post. The most horrifying 

moment was waking the next day and seeing on a woman’s Facebook wall a post stating 

some guy thinks men should be in the Red Tent followed by dozens of hateful comments 

about this ‘guy’, some of them by dear friends. I was deeply hurt, seeing how much time 

I’d poured into my Men’s group and holding space with women to help heal the wounds 

of patriarchy.  

The next evening, I found myself serendipitously at a Sweat Lodge with a group of 

noble and sensitive men. Just simply sitting in this circle of conscious men who were open 

with their feelings opened my armoured heart and I silently wept, allowing myself for 

once to be with the pain. I took my despair into the sweat and at its conclusion, some of 

us lingered in the lodge as the flap was opened to the warm night outside. I sat up 

straight in meditative posture and it was then that the vision came. 



I saw before me one of the women who had attacked and bullied me. She was 

someone I knew and, thus, I had felt a little more hurt by her, assuming she would have 

seen through the lies being written about me. She was raging and yelling at me. I stood 

my ground and when I had a moment to get a word in I told her: the war is over! You don’t 

need to be wielding this rage and hatred anymore! You must see that some of us have 

evolved beyond this conflict between men and women, the masculine and the feminine! It is 

time for new work to be done! It didn’t mollify her in the slightest. She kept raging. It was 

then that I became aware of a dark, dragon-like entity slithering about behind and 

around her. The vision told me that this was the real source of her hatred and rage; that 

many of us were being collectively possessed by dark entities because of our vulnerability 

emotionally. It has been said many times that we must be careful with hatred for it is a 

vampiric energy and we will become what we hate. This is what has been playing out in 

the masses as we are being programmed to hate one another. 

I moved my attention away from my friend and began to put it all upon the 

demonic-dragon entity which began writhing around more wildly as we began to do a 

kind of psychic battle. I was roused into a potent warrior energy and felt myself growing 

in strength and power. This went on for many minutes and I recall that the more bravely I 

faced this dark entity, the stronger I became.  

Suddenly, it was as if I grew to such a degree that I popped into a whole other 

dimension of power: I was suddenly sitting in meditation high in the sky and I was in a 

circle with other human-like beings who were also sitting in such a fashion. We were all 

painted clear white it seemed and our heads were shaved of any hair. Our circle seemed 

emerged from the Full Moon which blazed brightly adjacent to me. The dragon entity was 

in the middle of the circle. The vision taught me that we were connecting to the energy of 

the sacred feminine by Grandmother Moon and were activating a very high dimensional 

 



love. It felt like something I’d never experienced before: deeply impersonal, serene, 

infinitely patient. The dragon suddenly deconstructed. There’s no other way to say it. It 

became a quantum-kind of shape and our love merely disassembled it and returned it to 

the unified field. There was no pain, no skirmish. It was very quick, Neo-like; masterful. 

 

The vision taught me that this was a masterful kind of love and it was this kind of 

love that was needed to be grounded now on our planet to deal with the tantamount 

divisiveness that nefarious powers on the planet are attempting to manipulate us with. 

Divide and conquer and perhaps in the most total sense yet. But by the power of 

Grandmother Moon and the sacred feminine, it was rather divine and prosper. It was 

these new powers of love that needed to be seeded in our lives—mastery of love. 

May this New Year grant us more opportunities to find the sweetness in adversity. 

It is by facing the dragons in our life that we grow powerful, not by hiding from them. 

And we are called no longer to fight with our intellect or physical violence but by 

masterful love; a love that we are just now learning to master; an awakening to the true 

field of unity that is at the essence of all things and the subsequent transformation of our 

being that comes with living in such a cosmic connect. The mastery of love is by the 

Heart—we must learn to live by the Heart as our true guide and be open to the awe of 

discovering the profound powers of this sacred centre that has long been repressed. Our 

sexuality is key as well: if we do not heal our Root centre issues, we cannot ascend into 

the Heart. More optimally, sexual energy can be raised and unleashed through the central 

channel of our being to unblock the three more Earthbound chakras where we are 

collectively so stuck, helping us send our energy and power to the Heart to activate it and 

be anointed by it.  

I foresee in 2018 that we as a species will awake as never before to the innate 

genius of our species for the adventure of humanity demands it. This has been 

prophesized the world over and we are just now breaking the chains of a tired and 

ancient tyranny and collective possession. As we free the true conscious powers of our 

love and creativity, the adversities of the world will no longer cause us to fear but rather 

will rouse our indomitable enthusiasm at opportunities to further practice the mastery of 

love. We are glorious and glory beyond anything we have formerly been able to conceive. 

And thus, the Great Mystery is returning in all of this as well as the unlimited and 

unknown potentials awaiting our activation. It is time to step into that great leap into 

what we’ve always dreamed ourselves and the world to be and to realize that dreaming is 

but the first step of sacred creation. It is time now to birth those dreams in the world and 

wake the masterful love that is our essence… 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

I’m including a self-pleasuring exercise that I have found integral to the endeavor of 

cultivating a sacred sense of pleasure and healing sexual wounding from the Twisted Hair 

Nagual Elder lineage, one of the most unsullied lines of Native American wisdom and found 

in the book The Sexual Practices of Quodoushka. Integral to the mastery of love is the 

reconnection of Heart and Root energies to anoint our sexuality as sacred and also utilize 

sexual energy for incredible healing. 

 

Self-Pleasuring Ritual 
 

A ritual is spiritual technology. It is a means to create sacred space. Sacred means power 

so sacred space is the creation of powerful space or space that will engender power to 

you; a noble, spiritual, virtuous and transformative power. We all deserve pleasure and 

the highest ecstatic pleasure that the bio-mystical human being is capable of. And yet, 

our bodies are so dull and starve of such voluptuous frequencies. This ritual is about 

actualizing ecstatic bliss in the body, which can enthuse and heal so many ailments. Light 

a candle, some incense even, listen to music that speaks to your soul and create an 

atmosphere of sensuous beauty. Give yourself as much time as you need because 

following the orgasm you will wish to stay in the throes of delicious peace for as long as 

possible. Have a beautiful oil nearby for lubrication. 

 

https://www.amazon.ca/Sexual-Practices-Quodoushka-Teachings-Tradition/dp/1594773572


 

- Place your hands on your genitals, sending love to them. Place one hand then on 

your heart and bless both centres. Acknowledge that you are deserving of pleasure and 

that pleasure is holy. Let this be a frequent mantra even throughout. 

- Begin to self-pleasure in your favourite way (manually, vibrator, running water, 

etc.) 

- As you continue to self-pleasure, begin to focus your energy and intent on the first 

chakra at the perineum (the space between the anus and genitals) 

- With your inhalation, imagine pulling the energy into your first chakra; and as you 

exhale imagine this energy expanding into your genitals 

- Continue self-pleasuring as you focus on the first chakra until it feels very ‘full’ 

- Next, move your awareness to the second chakra a few inches below the navel, and 

repeat the same process, inhaling and pulling the energy into the second chakra and 

exhaling as you allow the energy to expand within the second chakra 

- As each chakra becomes ‘full’ and you feel the energy is rising, move your 

awareness to the next chakra (the third chakra is in the middle of the abdomen). When 

you reach the Heart chakra, create a large loop of energy from the first chakra to the heart 

and back to the first. 

- As you become more excited, increase the pace of your breathing. With your 

inhalation, pull the energy up to the fourth chakra, and with your exhalation, send it out 

the fourth down to the first again. 

- Once you begin to feel sensations around your heart, bring yourself almost to the 

point of orgasm. But right before you come, just before you would have gone over the 

edge, completely relax. 

- Do this three times, bringing yourself to the brink of an orgasm, but instead, 

totally relax your entire body. At this point, focus all your energy into your heart chakra. 

On the fourth time, allow the orgasm to explore while you again focus all your energy on 

your heart chakra. Imagine radiant warmth emanating from your heart. 

- Rest in the delicious sensations. If there’s significant discharge, you may choose to 

massage this into your body, anointing yourself with this sacred sexual fluid. Be with the 

breath. Allow your body to  

 

This power is common to us all. We are all extra-ordinary; super-natural. It is nature’s great 

gift, in fact. For when we entrain and flow with the cosmic forces of nature and the 

terrestrial ones too, we become forces of evolution; transcending, innovating, spectacular 

acts of healing, harmonization, channeling, in-joying—BLISS. For it is bliss to be a master 

and to be on the forever road of mastery. Jesus and all the great master-teachers teach that 

they wish not for our devotion but to aim it rather toward ourselves—what we really are 

deserves our devotion more so than any seeming ‘God man’. It is time to honour the beauty 

of our humanity, boldly, defiantly, gloriously affirming it before also the awakening to our 



traumatic and disturbing woundedness. It is time to make like phoenixes and find the songs 

of flight in the dirge of ashes. 

INTERCONNECTIONS 

 

Many thanks to Grandmother Kaarina and all the 

Grandmothers returning in new forms of wisdom to help 

guide us all. 

 

Check THE BIG LOVE on FB to learn more about the 

ecstatic renaissance and dancing into bliss. 

 

 

 
Grandmother Kaarina & I at our Big Love Autumn Equinox Event 

where she conducted our opening Cacao Ceremony @ CSI in Toronto 

https://www.facebook.com/thebigloveecstaticdance/

